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Let D be a smooth bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in C, and
let be a C strictly plurisubharmonic function on .a neighborhood U of
the closure D of D satisfying that D={z e U" 2(z)<0}, and d2=/=0 on the
boundary D of D. The purpose of the present paper is to announce our
results on harmonic measures associated with the Laplace-Beltrami opera-
tor L of the complete Kiihler metric 31og (-- 2) on D. Detailed proofs
will appear in a later paper.

Our main results are the following two theorems"
Theorem 1. Let z e D, and let dw be the L-harmonic measure associ-

ated with L and D, evaluated at z, that is, d is a probability Borel measure

3D such that for any f e C(3D) the function u(z)--_[fdw is the uniqueon

solution of Lu=O in D which is continuous in D and satisfies that u=f on
3D. Then the measure d(o and the induced Euclidean measure da on D are
mutually absolutely continuous. Furthermore, there exists a function k, on
D such that d()=kz()da(), kz e L(da) and k; e L(da).

From the point of view of several complex variables, the function
(z e D, e D) can be regarded as an analogue of the P.oisson-Szeg5 kernel
for the strictly pseudoconvex domain D. By this theorem and some results
given later we obtain

Theorem 2. Let u be an L-harmonic function on D. Let E be a subset
of D. If u is admissibly bounded at every point of e E in the sense of
Stein [11], then u has an admissible limit at da-almost every point of E.
(See [11] for the definition of admissible limits.)

Since real and imaginary parts of holomorph]c functions are L-har
monic, Theorem 2 generalizes the local Fatou theorem for holomorphic
functions (Stein [11, Theorem 12 (a)-+(b)]) to L-harmonic functions.

1. On the proof of Theorem 1. In his paper [1], Ancona intro-
duced the concept "-chains", and stated in terms of q-chains a Harnack
principle at infinity (see [1, Theorem 5’]). By modifying and localizing his
theory, we can gain some boundary Harnack principles stated in terms of
non-isotropic balls in 3D and the normal vector field to 3D. The proofs of
the theorems involve the principles. Moreover, we need an estimate of L-
harmonic measures. To describe it, let us recall some definitions nd
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basic act" Let DoCC be a domain contains D such that or every z e Do
there exists the unique point b(z) of 3D with Ib(z)--z]=(z), where (z) is
the Euclidean distance between z and 3D. For z e D f Do, let be the or-
thogonl projection o the Euclidean space C onto the complex vector
space spanned by the inward unit normal vector ,) to 3D at b(z), and let

"=I--, where I is the identity mp. Then it is obvious that the non-
isotropic ball of radius r0, centered at e 3D is equivalent to the follow-
ing set"

Q(, r) {w e D" (-w) l<r, ](-w)1 <r}.
From now on we denote by g the metric --5 log (--).
The ollowing proposition is an analogue of the well known estimate o

a uniformly elliptic harmonic measure"

Proposition 1. For eD and rO, let (r)=+r,. Then there ex-
ists a constant cO depending only on D and g such that

()(Q(, r)) >_ c.
We are now in position to prove Theorem 1" It is proved by the

Harnack principles, Proposition 1, its localization, theorem o Malliavin
([8, Theorem 2.1]) and a modification o Saks [9, Theorem 15.7].

2. On the proof of Theorem 2. Let us recall the definition o ad-
missible domains introduced by Stein [11]" For a>l and e D, let

Ao() {z e D Do" [(z )[<(z), [z <a(z)},
where (z) rain {(z), dist (z, T(3D)}.

We will characterize the admissible domains by polydiscs" For z e
D g Do and for a small number c)0, let

P(z) "={w e D" [(z w)]< c(z), ](z-- w)1 < c(z)},
and or e 3D, let

F( c) U {P(+r,)" r> 0} f Do.
Our characterization is as follows"
Proposition 2. We can take an open set D.cC satisfying
(i) 3DcDCDo;
(ii) For 1, there exist two positive constants c(a) and C(a) with

F( c(a)) DcA() f DcF( C(a)) D, e D.
Theorem 2 is proved in the same spirit as the arguments given in [3]

except using admissible domains introduced by Stein ([11]) instead of one
defined in [3]. The proo is based on Theorem 1, Propositions 1, 2 and
that aspect o the bstract potential theory which is related to the fine
convergence.

3. Generalizations of theorems. Let a be a positive constant. For
e C(D)f C(D) with q> 0 in the intersection o D and a neighborhood o

D, let
g(, ) " --a3 log (--.q).

Suppose that g(a, ) is a complete Kihler metric o D and that its
Laplace-Beltrami operator L(,,) is weakly coercive near 3D in the sense of
[1]. Theorem I is generalized as ollows’
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Theorem 3. Suppose the Green’s function G of L(,) stisfies that for
zeD,
(G) C- I(W)nA a(z, w)’C(w)n,
for all w e D near D, where C is a positive constant independent of points ,w.

Then da and L,(,)-hrmonic measures are mutually absolutely continuous.
A typical example of metrics in Theorem 3 is the metric g (see [6], [7]

and [8]). Another example is the Bergman metric of a certain strictly
pseudoconvex domain (see [6], [7], [8] nd [10]).

Theorem 2 is generalized to the same metric as in Theorem 3.
Remark. There are many results on absolute continuity of uniform

elliptic harmonic measures (cf. [4], [5], [8]). Nevertheless, we can not use
them, because L is degenerate at 3D.
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